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ABSTRACT 

During the last years, the developments of the most recent media have revolutionized individuals’ behavior 

staggeringly. notably mobile devices have developed an ‘everywhere and invariably on-line’ mentality. 

However, what comes next? Recent developments and forecasts propose the increase of a contemporary 

technology that is termed ‘Wearable increased Reality Devices”, wherever Sensible glasses (such as Microsoft 

Hololens or Google Glass) represent distinguished examples. These technologies supply generous potential 

for societies and companies, that area unit mentioned throughout this paper. By doing so, this paper provides 

re- searchers and managers with an applied description of the technology and a discussion of how it differs 

from existing mobile and augmented reality technologies. Eventually, a discussion of how Sensible glasses 

will intensify firm price is provided 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The event of information and communication technology, numerous sorts of wearable devices which might 

replace smartphones area units receiving awareness. A wearable device’s area unit is out- lined as “all devices 

capable of computing which might be worn on the body, as well as for applications that entail computing 

functions”. Wearable devices’ area unit planning to be used for numerous functions through the installation 

of applications accessible on a mobile computer code (OS), thereby providing numerous functionalities in 

addition to those associated with fashion and fitness. Smart glasses are a kind of wearable device which might 

be worn on the face, and they meet the initial objective of clearer vision in addition to functioning as a pc. 

Since Google discharged “Google Glass” in 2012, corporations like Sony, Epson, and Microsoft have launched 

their own sensible glass product, which gives the specified data to users through a show among the types of 

external glasses or binoculars (spyglass) . They hold up wireless communication technologies, like Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth, and may be accustomed to searching and sharing data in the period through an online association. 

In addition, by providing a location following performance through the worldwide Positioning System(GPS), 

it’s doable to develop numerous applications that support location statistics. As AN interface for 

communication between sensible glasses and users, barely a button or a language command process 

methodology supported by voice recognition is work. By using a camera mounted before the device, it’s doable 

to accumulate images or video information of the encircling surroundings in a period. 

 

AUGMENTED REALITY SENSIBLE GLASSES 

Definition, Conceptual, social control Importance, and Insights 

 

THE MERGING OF 2 WORLDS 

Smart Glasses, like Google Glass or Microsoft Hololens, have recently gained increased awareness. Loosely, 

smart glasses unit a replacement wearable enhanced reality (AR) device that captures and processes a user’s 

physical atmosphere and augments it with virtual components. Recent forecasts predict that smart glasses will 

significantly influence our media behavior, and analysis institutes propose tremendous growth rates. For 

example, Technavio (2015) expected growth rates of nearly 200 p.c in the future five years, and Jupiter 

analysis (2015) forecast-ed 53.2 billion retail revenue of smart glasses by 2019. In line with these forecasts, 

new startups specializing in smart glasses are primarily unit based. As a final purpose, customers and media 

discuss the advantages and potential concerns of this technology for individuals, and societies as a whole. 

There is a massive potential for smart glasses to make prices for purchasers, companies, and societies as a 

whole, surprisingly little analysis has been written. Not surprisingly, lecturers and managers alike demand 

early market information to raised understand the mechanisms that drive this promising technology 

(Rauschnabel et al., 2015a, 2015b, Olsson et al., 2012) in- formation relating to new technologies is significant 

in the first stages of the diffusion, as this data might increase the chance of created implementation, decrease 

the chance of product failures, and thus increase diffusion momentum (Attewell, 1992). Likewise, early 

information can provides a bonus for companies world organization agencies might increase efficiency by 

victimization smart glasses, and jointly facilitate policymakers that concentrate on laws that cowl the precise 

characteristics of smart glasses 

– e.g., that smart glasses might distract people from driving AN automobile, or that carrying smart glasses 
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publicly might violate privacy and copyright laws 

 

DEFINITION OF INCREASED REALITY SENSIBLE 

Glasses Augmented Reality smart Glasses area unit created public as wearable hyperbolic Reality (AR) 

devices that area units worn like regular glasses associated merge virtual information with physical 

information in associate degree particularly user’s browse field. smart Glasses area unit typically worn like 

glasses, or area unit devices mounted on regular glasses. several technologies (e.g, camera, GPS, microphones 

etc.) capture physical information and augmented them with virtual information which can be gathered from 

world wide web and/or hold on the smart glasses memory, primarily accomplished through location, facial, 

object, facial, and image-based recognition technologies. This virtual information is then shown in large 

amounts on a show, which, in brief, may be a plastic screen before a user’s eye(s). A user can see everything 

offline then the virtual then the real-world through these displays outstanding samples of smart glasses area 

unit Microsoft Hololens or Google Glass. 

 

 

 

SORTS OF SENSIBLE GLASSES 

1. Google glass: Google Glass may even be a hands-free device that is used for smarter and quicker active work. 

Google Glass was developed by Google X providing the ability in Google dedicated to technological 

advancements like driver less cars. Features of Google Glass :The Touchpad is available on the aspect of 

Google Glass that enables users to manage the device simply by swiping through a timeline-like interface that 

is displayed on the screen. Swipe back can permit you to know the present events like weather, and swipe 

forward can show you past events like updates, phone calls, and photos. 

• The adventurer version of Google Glass makes use of a liquid on chemical element, field-sequential color 

system, diode light show on that. 

• Google Glass is actually used beside a smartphone and one its main uses is to show notifications in acceptable 

and fast means. 

2. Vuzix Blade: Vuzix Blade may be a skinny AR smart Glasses that is supercharged by Industry leading 

waveguide optics. Vuzix blade balances academic degree enterprise and customers demands. It's principally 

built for keeping records in trade operations and is supposed to be comfortable all day. it’ll boost the accuracy 

and efficiency following the step by step directions at the work. It consists of academic degree High Definition 

Camera, Noise canceling mic, full-color, wireless WLAN, actinic radiation protection lenses, twin tactual 

feedback, polyglot voice management and micro SD enlargement. 

3. North Focals North Focals when its launching became a triple crown AR product inside the market. they’re 

on the market with an eminent look and incorporate most of the options that the opposite computer code of an 

increased Reality product has in it. It acts rather sort of a smartwatch wherever it will perform associate degree 

extension of your phone by sanctifying and should access Alexa and auto responding to the text messages. it’s 

like magic with North’s Focals. they seem like each alternative traditional glass that is an incredible feature it 

contains. The closest contender of Focal is Vuzix Blade. you will be ready to perform each activity in Focal 

by using a Loop in it which can be a separate accent that comes beside it. it’s primarily a hoop that contains a 

pointed finish with a joystick on the best aspect of it. it’s totally tiny that no-one cannot notice it on your finger 

and you may move the joystick for looking through various columns inside the interface and would possibly 
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faucet it for capital punishment actions. 

 

APPLICATION OF GOOD GLASSES TECHNOLOGY 

Location Services: Using increased reality for location-based services aids multiple edges from the user's 

purpose of reading. we’ll overlay digital information which will contain digitized animations, photos and 

alternative information over real and physical houses. it’s accustomed collect increased reality technology 

with location-based sensors, geometer and GPS, you will be able to truly use its power. Few examples 

• Wikitude 

• Google Translate 

Gaming: AR is functioning nicely among the recreation trade and it's been around America for years. it’s all 

concerning overlaying computer generated pictures giving a real read. increased Reality apps that work from 

interactive maps that superimposed the virtual panoptical for large multiplayer skirmishes. variety of 

absolutely the best used increased Reality apps area unit : 

• Sketch AR 

• Pokémon Go 

• Google Translate 

In 3D cinemas users wear glasses. By substituting those glasses with good glasses the cinema expertise for the 

audience would be improved. It is also used for video game cinema expertise. The users may confirm what 

they are seeing is betting on their head position. Another massive market could be virtual and augmented 

reality games. Particularly increased reality games may reach a broader audience than those that play games 

these days as a result of they’ll not be contending outside and be supported by interaction with others to boost 

virtual objects. 

Commerce: Commercial billboards and advertisements posters may be shown with video. A show 

advertisement’s poster may be intensified with a trailer of the show if the user is wearing appropriate glasses. 

good glasses technology with identity verification computer code may facilitate staff acknowledge the 

shoppers and show their statistics. Customers enter into stores with good glasses to show all the knowledge 

concerning the product and it conjointly facilitates them to navigate what they need within the store faster. 

This information may be accustomed to confirm the worth of the number of clients visited into these houses. 

Sports: During most sports one does not have much time to devote to a computer and it’s not possible to use 

one’s hands to act with the device. The information that is helpful for a private doing sports would be 

performance mensuration, performance comparison, per- haps navigation, notifications concerning weather 

or messages so forth. the data area unit usually presented the user while not distressful the sports activity 

through the site. The good glasses may even be accustomed to take photos or video throughout sports 

activated by a speech command. 

Education: Virtual reality glasses may be accustomed to teach history by permitting the scholars to look at 

historical sites not solely through textbooks however during a virtual 3D world within which they may move 

around freely. Thes
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glasses are accustomed to produce simulations for coaching. The examples are going to be enclosed like 

driving simulations, flight simulations and conjointly military coaching training preparation grooming or 

surgery training. It's beneficial to be hot in those activities during a safe environment. 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Google glass is an optical head mounted display developed by Google in Google x laboratory in California to 

use the android os. It records the cinema, video confluence between them in edge contact, map, and certain 

information. In[4] the author has come up with an edge of this fashion is that it both interfaces the re- quest to 

the computer and informs the informal mate as to the wear and tear and gash’s use of the appliance. In[5] the 

author has defied the provocation and concluded that 4th and 5th generation digital eye glass will prove farther 

fruit-bearing than other automation as the difficulty of the explanation of cinema in camera, objects out from 

the range of shaft light are also clear. Author has made an approach with a plan of using a digital eye with 

wearable computing which will grease the author. In display technology Steve Mann to delving the counting 

visual memory. Shimpali Deshpande has checked the automation used and has got the check of the automation 

used in Google glass. 

Fig. 1. Privacy Issues with Wearable Device.[1] 

Fig. 2. Showing Notification line for 5 seconds during and after taking picture or video with Glass[1
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper we studied about the smart glasses technology and their types. Then we also presented the varied 

Flow chart briefly. Thereafter we have also presented the applications of the smart glasses technology 

systematically. From these studies it’s clear that there are many more interesting applications which can be 

easily implemented with smart glasses than with traditional computing devices. 

It is to be expected that there will be large investments into research and development of smart glasses because 

the industry, education businesses can enjoy smart glasses and there is also a high consumer for them soon in 

coming years. Nevertheless the model is obtainable today are very promising and it’d happen that smart glasses 

are visiting be a component of our future standard of living for current generation
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DISADVANTAGES 

May take a toll on vision: 

Google warns potential Glass users they will feel eye strain or develop a headache when wearing the device 

rather like when wearing normal glasses. Google also warns people who’ve had Lasik surgery to check with 

their doctor about the potential negative impact Glass may wear on their eyes. And if your age is under 13 

years old, wearing Glass could harm developing vision. Could be a distraction: 

A new study has found that cups may curtail your natural sight. This can be extremely dangerous because it 

should create blind spots that undermine safety while you engage in everyday tasks like driving or walking. 

The study compared wearing Google Glass with regular glasses and determined there’s a “clinically 

meaningful” loss of vision within the upper-right quadrant which could potentially cause an accident. Not 

everyone is on board : The screenland recently banned Google Glass from being allowed inside theaters and 

other businesses could imitate. The potential of being recorded without knowing so has made many folks 

skeptical of Glass wearers and you will be shunned for embracing the technology. You will also face ridicule 

from others who simply “don’t like” Google Glass research and development of smart glasses because the 

industry, education businesses can enjoy smart glasses and there is also a high consumer for them soon in 

coming years. Nevertheless the model is obtainable today are very promising and it’d happen that smart glasses 

are visiting be a component of our future standard of living for current generation. 
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